Sony A80K 55inch OLED 4K
Ultra HD Smart
Google TV
(XR-55A80K)
Step up to an immersive viewing experience with vision
and sound in perfect harmony on this Sony OLED TV,
powered by Cognitive Processor XR. Enjoy exceptional
pure black contrast for pictures full of depth and detail. *
Images are for illustration purposes only Key Features
Next generation picture and sound with Cognitive
Intelligence Take vision and sound to the next level with
Cognitive Processor XR™. Our revolutionary processor
on Sony BRAVIA XR™ TVs reproduces content the way
humans see and hear for an incredibly lifelike
experience. It understands how the human eye focuses,
cross analyzing images to give real life depth,
extraordinary contrast and beautifully vivid colors.
Exceptional pure blacks for real-life depth and texture
Pairing our OLED panel with XR OLED Contrast Pro,
this TV boosts color and contrast in bright areas so you
can enjoy unprecedented pure blacks and peak
brightness. Combined with Cognitive Processor XR™, it
enhances pictures in the same way as your eyes focus
so you won't miss a single detail in dazzling light or
deep shadow. Screen is the speaker, pictures and
sound in harmony Acoustic Surface Audio ™ uses
special actuators to turn the screen into a multi-channel
speaker. You'll hear sound that precisely matches
what’s on screen with pictures and sound in total
harmony for a truly immersive experience. Hands-free
help from Google With hands-free voice control built
into Google TV, you can set aside your remote and
simply use your voice to control your TV. Ask Google to
find a specific title, search by genre, and get

＋

personalized recommendations on what to watch by
saying, "Hey Google, what should I watch?". Even get
answers on screen, control smart home devices, and
more. Renew, recycle and reduce, designed for the
environment Our BRAVIA XR TVs are designed for
immersive experiences with the environment in mind.
We are committed to using less virgin plastic in large
parts of our TVs and packaging. The A80K uses
recycled plastics in its rear cover. Our unique backlight
control technologies, BRAVIA CAM and sensors not
only deliver high picture quality but also reduce power
consumption. Pure blacks for real-life depth and texture
XR OLED Contrast Pro boosts color and contrast in
bright areas for exceptionally realistic pictures defined
by absolute pure blacks and peak brightness. With a
temperature sensor and high luminance panel, this
OLED TV utilizes our Cognitive Processor XR™ to
detect screen temperature and precisely control light so
pixels in bright areas are illuminated simultaneously. A
wide color spectrum for real-world shades and hues
Powered by our Cognitive Processor XR™, XR
Triluminos Pro enables A80K to access over a billion
colors and reproduce each one with the subtle
differences seen in the real world. Together with our
wide color gamut panel and human-centric processor, it
can detect color from saturation, hue and brightness to
deliver natural shades in every detail. Recreating lost
texture, all your content upscaled to 4K With XR 4K
Upscaling, you'll enjoy entertainment close to 4K quality,
whatever the content or source. Our Cognitive
Processor XR™ accesses a vast amount of data,
intelligently recreating lost textures and detail for real
world pictures. Intelligent motion processing for smooth,
fast-moving action Powered by our Cognitive Processor
XR™, XR OLED Motion combats blur by detecting and
cross analyzing key visual elements on successive
frames. It creates and inserts extra frames between the
original ones so you can enjoy smooth and clear action,
even in fast-moving sequences. Beautiful colors from
any angle Watching TV from the sides is now as
satisfying as from the center. Our self-illuminating OLED
panel keeps colors consistent and true, wherever you're
watching.

Features
General

Brand
Colour
Model
ProductType

Sony
Black
XR-55A80K
OLED TVs

TV Features

Screen Size
Screen Size
Group

55"
55" - 59"

Screen Definition

4K Ultra HD

Smart Platform

Google TV

Display
Resolution
Built-in Tuner

3,840 x 2,160

Connectivity

DVB-T/T2
WiFi + Ethernet(LAN)

Bluetooth
No. of HDMI
No. of USB

v4.2
4
2

Power and Energy Efficiency

Energy Efficiency
Rating

4 Ticks

TV Dimensions

Product Depth
with Stand
Product Depth
without Stand
Product Height
with Stand
Product Height
without Stand
Product Width
with Stand
Product Width
without Stand

33 cm
5.3 cm
73.8 cm
71.2 cm
122.7 cm
122.7 cm

Dimensions

Weight (kg)

17.9
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